GoGreen UV Hoods are more reliable and provide you with prudent investment
which can, with proper installation, operation and regular maintenance gives trouble
free operation and a long service life. DUMECH UV Hoods are highly efficient and are
fully automated which can be used over variety of cooking operations.
Some of the key features of DUMECH UV hoods are
1. Stainless steel 304 Gr /316 Gr construction.
2. Fully automatic operation.
3. Eliminates grease deposits in the hood plenum and duct line.
4. Highly efficient UL listed Baffle filters / VDI tested Cascade filters.
5. IP 65, V-0 fire rates LED lights (Operating Temperature from -40°C to 150°C).
5. Highly efficient UVC lamp with intensity 254nm range at one mtr distance.
6. UV lamp life up to 9000 hrs.
7. User friendly HMI interface Control Panel.
8. safety alarms displayed in 3 levels (Low Airflow / Baffle filter /UV rack door).
9. Auto shut off in case of fire (optional).
10. IP65 rated control panel.
11. Easy access to UV rack for maintenance.
12. “JET AIR VENT ” principle applied in introducing Make up air to reduce the air
flow to 70% against design requirement based on DW172 stds , and thereby
reducing the energy consumption.

CONSTRUCTION:
GoGreen UV Hoods are completely made in Stainless steel 316 Gr/SS
304Gr material) with welded construction. GoGreen Uv hoods comes in different
types including Wall-mounted canopy hoods, island (single or double) canopy hoods,
and proximity (backshelf, pass-over) hoods all have different capture areas and are
mounted at different heights and horizontal positions relative to the cooking
equipment.

GoGreen hoods compensates the exhaust air volume with an equal
volume of outside replacement (makeup) air through one or more of the following
pathways in the hood including Face supply, Short circuit hood ,Air curtain or
combinations of above.
A.UV RACKS:UV racks in GoGreen hoods are designed

for easy maintenance UV-C

Lamps.The UV-C racks are made in two compartments .The first compartment
occupies the Ballast and Differential pressure switch.This compartment is sealed
for intake of oil mist or smoke .The second compartment occupies the UV-C lamps.
The fine Oil mist /overspray after passing through baffle filters/Cascade filters
enter the UV-C lamp compartment through corrugated baffles which shall be
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removed for easy maintenance of lamps.
B. UV-C Lamps:The

UV-C lamps CLEANAIR

in GoGreen hoods are tested & certified for

Kitchen hood applications.
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C. UV-C Ballast :
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Maintenance :1.The UV-C lamps should be checked every week and should be wiped
with a soft cloth and white spirit /ethanol once the bulb cools down.
2. Faulty lights will be indicated on display screen.
3. The UV-C lamps efficiency is up to 9,000 operating hours.Lamp usage
hrs are displayed in the HMI.
Safety measures :
1. Qualified personnel are allowed to do the maintenance on UV-C lamps.
2. Direct exposure to UV lights are harmful to both skin and eyes.
3. Exposure to UV-C lamps should be with UV Face shields as well as
PPE.
4. If lamps are broken, Ventilate the area where the breakage occurred.
Take usual precautions for collecting broken glass. Use PPE for
handling the broken lamps. Collect the material in closed container.

D. LED RECESSED LIGHT UNIT :
GoGreen Hood is equipped with LONGAR® TYPE 1 LED SLIM LIGHT UNIT to
meet the demands of today’s modern kitchen, LONGAR® Type 1 LED SLIM which
has great design aspects, easy to maintain, water tightness meeting IP65, and an
optimal light unit for a better work environment. The LONGAR® Type 1 LED SLIM
offers superior aesthetics with slim line design, radiused corners and a wealth of
design features.
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Features :
Material

Stainless steel ,1.2 mm(430Gr 240 Grit)

Glass

Satin glass-4 mm toughened
Heat and impact resistant

IP Rating
Input Voltage
Power factor

IP 65
220 V @ 50/60 Hz
>0.95

LED life span

50,000 hrs.

LED fire rating

V-0

LED Diffusser material

Polycarbonate

LED tube housing

Aluminium

Colour temperature

5500 K

CE marked

EU directive 93/68/EEC

Lamp power (2ft)

10W x 3

Mounting Bracket

620(L) x 230(W) , in mm

Cut Out

615 (L) x 202(W) , in mm

Light output

625 lux @1.2 m
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E. HIGH EFFICIENCY BAFFLE FILTERS :
GoGreen

hoods

are

equipped

with

LONGAR®

TYPE

2

HE75

HIGH

PERFORMANCE BAFFLE FILTERS. LONGAR®TYPE 2 HE75 HIGH PERFORMANCE
BAFFLE FILTERS

are used widely in commercial kitchens and ventilation to

extract grease laden air and act as a fire barrier. LONGAR® Type 2 HE75 is a
positive flame barrier having been tested to European DIN Standard 18869-5 &
American 1046 & ASTM2519. The LONGAR® TYPE 2 HE75 is developed for
customers who wish to extract more grease from the air stream, following prolonged
R&D which

have been designed with a micro screen on the exit to increase

grease extraction.The result of this is a retrofit baffle filter that removes 75% of the
grease at 8 microns. Tested to ASTM2519 this product significantly reduces duct
cleaning, saving customers expenditure on ongoing cleaning costs.Conventional
baffle filters extract grease in the region of 20 to 35% efficiency at 8 microns
depending on the product design, the HE75 offers over twice the extraction rate.
Construction :Material

SS 430 Polish Finish

Max temp

400 C / 750 F

Size

444 (H) x 444(W) x 45 (D) , in mm

WT (kgs)
Recommended final
Pressure drop

1.98
400 Pa.

Maintenance :All maintenance should be carried out in accordance with the planned
maintenance set by installation contractor. When handling any components
suitable PPE should be used- gloves, eye protection and access equipment. Filters
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should be cleaned by a trained operative either daily for heavy use or weekly for
light use. High quality degreaser shall be used for cleaning the filter.
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F. HMI CONTROL PANEL :
GoGreen Control panel is userfriendly and having all the advanced features
catering kitchen ventilation system.
Features of GoGreen HMI panel :








IP 65 Rated control panel , Make : Schneider electric.,
Baffle filter lock switch
UV Rack door lock switch
Low flow switch
Lamp hrs display
Hood temperature monitoring system (optional)
Compact in size.

HOME SCREEN
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ADMIN ACCESS

DATE & TIME

ALARM HISTORY

LAMP HRS DISPLAY
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SPECIAL SETTING(ADMIN)

Control panel wiring diagram:
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